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“I feel so blessed to call Australia 
home. Around 80% of our animals are 
unique to the continent. We cherish 
each one for their remarkable qualities 
and graces, and that’s why on the 
front cover I painted some on one of 
our nation’s most iconic structures. 
Yet, there’s abundantly more they  
have to offer.

I believe each animal has a wondrous 
voice and message our hearts are 
longing to hear. They can speak into 
our situation and help unlock our giant 
potential within, so we are released to 
do what we were born for and make  
a difference!

We live in a world where the media’s 
daily cry is to be more progressive 
and innovative, schools have ever 
increasing standards and we may not 
know what to do or where to start. 

Or we may have a dream, but be in 
a dormant winter season, impatiently 
waiting for spring time in our lives. 
So, what can we do to see significant 
improvement in terms of our creative 
release and self-discovery?

May these animals provide and 
provoke iconic moments of 
enlightenment so our eyes can be 
opened to release and tap into the 
richness of our own uniqueness and 
fullness of person, potential, passion, 
all our remarkable giftings that is our 
destiny. Each intuitive voice seeks 
to empower a different facet of our 
social, emotional, physical, mental and 
spiritual development. The good news 
is that kangaroos never try to imitate 
koalas.

That’s the main idea behind all my own 
paintings, poems and photography. 

Iconic Animals of Australia is a gift 
from me to you, and it comes firsthand 
from my own life journey. I made it 
to be a stand out souvenir, coffee-
table and family favourite book with 
fantastic pictorials and motivational 
comments for all generations. Great 
for young adults and children alike to 
stir a love for these unique creatures 
while empowering their precious 
development with wisdom for the 
years ahead. It also has real substance 
for middle aged and senior folks on  
a quest for deeper life significance  
and purpose.

Lastly, I encourage you to find at least 
one animal that speaks to you in the 
book, relevant to where you are at, 
and one action step to go forward  
for a value-added read. Enjoy!”
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I want to give a tribute to my dear wife, Susan,  
who perfectly complements my work. She 
has given quality critique, counsel and design 
input from start to finish; and who incidentally 
is wonderfully pregnant with twins! (That also 
inspired us to design this book’s front cover as 
a twin of my first book ‘Iconic Melbourne’ to 
celebrate this milestone in our lives.) I also want 
to thank God for my daughter Josie, for her big 
heart of love and support, and also my family 
and friends who continually stand alongside.

My family and I: Mark, Susan and Josie Rusic
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Astute Koala
Cute, cuddly little koala the darling of us all 
Unsurpassed in favour, she poses with royalty on television; our nation stands tall. 
Yet sleeps idly in a gum tree twenty two hours a day; no thought at all to work 
Afterwards, devours a kilo of leaves, back to sleep; then koala smirks!

If only we could work very little while paid a lot more 
But, surely having this kind of ‘cosy koala’ mindset will make us all poor. 
For gone are days when businesses are isolated as if hid in their own little tree 
Today, there’s a world-wide connection we are one big forest 
Meaning fewer trees and perks for you and me.

The reality is that the age of extravagance and entitlement is over and past 
Dynamic changes ahead in global industry, 
However, favour to be had if astute like koala, so you prosper and not just last. 
So, look above; find the tips of the newest green leaves, the places of new growth. 
Keep working and really hard in season, and know how to rest like koala; do these both.

…Prosper Australia and the nations!

Comment With job uncertainty we need to be aware of the emerging trends and be astute 
to position ourselves for favour, then we release our giant potential. For example, 
I recently met a lawyer who learned of digital technology in its beginnings. He 
got in early and developed a name for legal services in IT. That one step led to 
ten years of solid work for his firm.
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Photo Here sleepy koala poses in his classic, huddled position with folded arms. It’s easy to develop idle habits, but no doubt good 
work ethic is vital. However, what is more important is to love our work. And what is more important still, is why we do what we 



do. That will determine if we do it with all our heart. Doing what we do with all our heart will release the giant within. Koala is 
certainly full-hearted when eating!
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Brilliant Emu
Imposing Emu, Australia’s biggest bird under the sun 
Yet not without handicaps it had to learn to overcome. 
Despite being a flightless bird; not a single wing he flaps 
Yet so fast he outruns his predators leaving them tired and sapped! 
He manages to digest his food despite having no teeth 
Small stones swallowed to grind it in his intestines; becomes fine like a leaf. 
…Isn’t that brilliant!

Life handicaps life handicaps we all have them for sure 
Too sick, old, slow or lame…remind yourself of emu before you’re feeling poor. 
So, don’t stress as if your limits are fixed or over others who say you cannot change 
Instead reflect, is it time to explore new options; simply develop your range? 
See, emu could’ve just been another big, ordinary bird in the bush or on a farm 
Instead, adapted, did us proud; it even appears on the Australian coat of Arms! 
…You are brilliant too!

Comment If you look carefully my art transformed the ordinary bush items into a coat of arms-
complement symbolising that this bird is not just a forgotten hero of yesteryear, but it 
speaks today. Let’s celebrate and honour the people we see close by us, who learn to 
adjust to or beat their handicap, whether physical or others. For example, wasn’t the 
Paralympic Games in Rio an inspiration! I believe all of us are coat of arms material;  
do we have an emu-attitude toward our limits? Let’s surprise ourselves.
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Photo My heart was whisked away by the extraordinary beauty of the giant marble like rocks in the desert plains of Western Australia, 
never mind the wondrous Emu amidst them who was eyeing me off. In my photos I have tried hard to marry our iconic animals 



with the most iconic background landscapes, so we learn more about the animal. Having read wildlife photography books widely 
it’s a feature I personally would like to see more of. I call this photo: ‘Desert eyes’.
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Conquering Kangaroo
Kangaroo stands boldly on the Australian coat of arms 
He can jump over any obstacles he has no fear or qualms. 
He can only move forward, so he will never turn or retreat 
Symbolising a country, a spirit that knows no defeat. 
See him spring over a 3m high fence, conquering. Be enthralled 
Feel the giant stirring within; imagine yourself leaping…standing 10 feet tall!

What are your obstacles: too few customers, same old products, medium term seems bleak? 
Fresh make over needed to return to peak? 
Or is your heart torn apart over various things, blank stare as you face a lofty wall? 
Don’t bottle things up, share how you feel to gain closure and then you’ll be standing tall. 
And maybe we’ve tried and tried and the obstacles and grief appear too tough to beat 
Recall your heroes…learn to value failure, eventual recovery and success come so sweet.

…People of perseverance arise; you are destined to be more than a conqueror!

Comment To release our giant within we need to go on an uncommon, personal route and cut 
across the desert rather than taking the road everyone uses; as shown in my painting. 
For example, last year the Western Bulldogs won the AFL premiership after a 62 year 
drought! Why? They were true to who they are and success followed naturally. Like 
true ‘bulldogs’ it was as if they mauled the football and doggedly took possession of 
it all over the ground, and ripped through the opposition. When we learn to be true to 
ourselves we will eventually feel like we can leap over Uluru like the kangaroo I drew!
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Photo I was intentional in choosing this most iconic background landscape with the massive river gums to accentuate the splendour of 
the kangaroos. Someone asked me if this was a watercolour painting. I took it as a complement. The wash of colour caused by 



greens merging with the fading rays of sunshine was the exact affect I was after. Moments like these stir our giant within unto new 
heights. I title this photo: ‘Elegance.’ I took it at Woodlands Historic Park nearby Melbourne’s Tullarmarine airport.
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A most unique and captivating Australiana gift-book. 

Showcasing 24 Iconic Animals of Australia        

through striking imaginative paintings, stunning 

wildlife-landscape photography, and deeply           

inspiring poems. Children and adults of all ages will 

take delight in lessons learned from Astute Koala,               

Brilliant Emu, Conquering Kangaroo and others       

given in alphabetical order. Find out how each       

creature can magically speak into your situation and 

empower you to release your giant potential within. 

Let the animals guide you on an amazing             

journey of self-discovery!
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